Impact Report 2021

To have the biggest positive impact,
we have to change what we eat and
how it comes to our plate. It’s time to
flip around the food system.
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Fund facts
Results
2021
Impact targets achieved:

Portfolio rating:

Growth in portfolio rating:

105%

BB+

8%

Assets under management:

Phase:

Geography:

€37m

Early to Growth

European HQ

On 31/12/2021

Series A & B

Primarily

Healthy Food System
Impact Fund II

Healthy Ecosystems
Impact Fund I
Vintage year:

Invested capital:

Raised:

Launch year:

Focus:

2017

56%

€30m

2022

Farm to fork

Investments:

Follow-up rounds:

Target size:

Ticket size:

9

6

€60 - 70m

€750k - €5m

Our commitments to impact

Highest SFDR
standard
compliant to
Article 9

Top 5 Benelux
B-Corp score

Committed to
measure
impact on
Biodiversity
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Recognised
fund manager
by Impact
Assets

Committed to
drive a diverse
funding space

1 st EU certified
social
entrepreneurship
fund in NL
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Yooji served

~ 1.5 million
healthy baby meals

InspiraFarms prevented

~ 12,000 tons
of food loss

Trapview enabled

~ 8,000 tons
of healthier food produced
· impact report 2021
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Portfolio impact results
InspiraFarms

Fairphone

Ceradis

Connecterra

United Kingdom

The Netherlands

The Netherlands

The Netherlands

Rating:

Targets:

Rating:

Targets:

Rating:

Targets:

Rating:

Targets:

BB

100%

AA+

93%

B+

83%

B+

74%

RootWave
United Kingdom
Rating:

Targets:

BB

113%

Naïo
France
Rating:

Targets:

BBB- 81%
Biome Makers

Yooji

Trapview

Augmenta

Spain / US

France

Slovenia

Greece

Rating:

Targets:

Rating:

Targets:

BB-

NA*

BBB- 113%

Rating:

Targets:

BBB- 176%

Rating:

Targets:

BB+

96%

*Joined portfolio in 2021
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Who we are
We are Pymwymic, one of the oldest impact
investors in Europe. As a co-owned impact
investment cooperative of over 200 individuals,
families, entrepreneurs and angel investors, we
have taken a frontrunner role in the transition
towards investing with care for both people and
planet since 1994. Together with institutional
investors, we have launched two impact funds.
Pymwymic’s Healthy Ecosystems Impact Fund I
was initiated in 2017. With nine portfolio
companies building solutions to preserve and
restore our ecosystems, this fund was closed at
the beginning of 2021. We are currently investing
through the Healthy Food Systems Impact Fund II,
supporting the change making entrepreneurs who
are
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are transforming our food system from farm to
fork.
We are on a quest to prove that tangible positive
change can go hand in hand with strong financial
results. By playing an active role in anchoring and
growing the positive impact of our portfolio
companies, being the impact voice in the
shareholder base and putting entrepreneurs in
touch with key industry players, we aim to realise
long lasting impact. With our in-field knowledge
and experience, we are on a journey to support the
industry to embed impact throughout governance
structures and operational decisions, and we like
getting our hands dirty whilst doing it! Will you join
us?

8

Pioneering
the field
of impact
investing

1994
P i o ne er s F und
‘ Pe o p l e p l an et p r o f i t’

2013
1 st B Corp in NL

2017
Pymwymic Cooperative launced
1 st portfolio Impact Strategy developed

2018
EuSEF certification

2020
Nominated ImpactAssets50
Impact Rating launched
Fundright joined
Impact Radar launched
•

2019
1 st Impact Report

2021
Finance for Biodiversity joined
SFDR article 9 compliant
Partners with Startlife
Partners with Wageningen University & Research
Food System Plotting launched
Theory of Change Fund II developed
Top rated European Fund with B-Corp score of 124.7
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Flipping around
the food system
Our current food system is the single biggest driver of climate change, the largest consumer of fresh
water, the number one cause of observed biodiversity loss and the direct reason for 80% of deforestation.
To counteract these problems, we need to support the change makers who are transforming the food
system for the better.
With much of the earth’s wild forest already destroyed, further expansion of the amount of arable land is
not sustainable. Half of our lands are already degraded, largely due to over usage of chemical inputs as
well as traditional monoculture practices. Intensification of industrial-scale agriculture practices has led
to large-scale consolidation of market power in the hands of a small number of major corporations, such
as seed companies, trade and supermarket chains. This has only made it harder for (smallholder) farmers,
processors and retailers to compete and establish a fair position in the value chain.
There is no doubt that we need to flip around the food system. To make this happen, we invest in the
transformative technologies which support the transition to a sustainable food system. But what does
such a system actually look like? How do we transition to more regenerative practices? In close
cooperation with our partner Wageningen University and Research and on the basis of their Food System
Approach, we have built our impact investing thesis for the Pymwymic Healthy Food System Impact Fund
II. In our view, there are four things we need to realise in order to create a sustainable food system: (1) a
food system that is fair for farmers, (2) is able to secure food for a growing population, (3) built on a
nature-positive approach towards food production and (4) ensures safe and healthy diets. For each of
these pillars we have defined a set of KPIs to ensure we are continuously measuring our own progress.
We’ll make sure to let you know how we’re doing next year.

Fair socio-economics for farmers

Safe and healthy diets

# farmers with better socio-economic conditions

# kg healthy & safe food more accessible

Food security for a growing
population
# ha land treated with less (chemical) inputs
# kg food waste prevented or re-used

A nature-positive food system
# ha land with more biodiversity
# kg carbon avoided or sequestered
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How we safeguard impact
As an impact investor, we select companies who are inherently impact driven. But this is of course just
the beginning. What makes us proud is being able to support our entrepreneurs become commercially
successful while setting ever higher standards of impact within their own industries. To make this happen,
we have developed a set of tools and an internal impact rhythm of reviews and action planning. This
enables us to act as a true impact guardian to a company, driving the impact agenda and guiding them
to be as impactful as possible.
Our impact guardianship takes both a ‘do no harm’ as well as a ‘drive positive change’ perspective and
starts from the very first contact point with a potential investment company. The first 2 steps of this
investment process and their corresponding impact tools look as follows:
I.

Screening: During an initial review, we perform an ESG screening and identify any potential risk areas
(do no harm) to focus on during due diligence. This negative screening is based on UN Global
Compact, EuSEF and EU taxonomy criteria. Alongside this we also conduct an impact estimate,
estimating the impact potential of a company (drive positive change): how does it contribute to
positive change, including any risk of unintended consequences.

II.

Due Diligence: Once companies have passed our initial screening, we enter into a full due diligence
process. In line with our SFDR article 9 registration, we perform an in-depth taxonomy review based
on EU regulation (do no harm). We then spend time developing the company’s impact strategy,
drawing on Wageningen University and Research’s domain expertise in a Food Systems Plotting
exercise. This helps us understand the role a company plays in the wider food ecosystem and how it
can better contribute to systemic change. Based on these insights, we design a tailor-made strategy
together with the founders (drive positive change). This is the basis of setting impact metrics and
four-year targets which are managed and measured throughout our investment period.

I. Screening
Do no
harm

ESG
screening

II. Due diligence

III. Portfolio management

Taxonomy
review
Quarterly
rhythm

Drive
positive
change

Impact
estimate

Impact
strategy
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Action
plan

Impact
metrics

Impact
rating
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Once we become a shareholder, this is where the hard work really begins. We consider it our duty to
support companies to fully anchor impact in their daily operations. This can take a few years, but by the
time our paths split, we hope to see an organisation which lives and breathes impact as if it is second
nature to them.
We achieve this through active portfolio management (III.) and by setting an internal rhythm to keep
debating, reviewing and improving. This ensures a structured schedule across the year, including multiple
touchpoints with portfolio companies as well as regular internal reviews to challenge impact direction and
achievement e.g. through our Impact Advisory Board. This pushes us to keep driving the debate and have
impact top of mind until it is a normal part of building a business.
To aid this process, we rely on three tools:
1.

Impact rating: This measures the degree to which impact has been anchored into the DNA and
governance of an organisation, how well the company is reducing its footprint, working with its
impact KPIs, running on track with its targets and much more. Our impact rating for each company
is scored from CC to AAA, with AAA being the highest.

2.

Impact metrics: A company’s impact strategy – its Theory of Change – consists of numerical
metrics and targets which are forecast over a period of four years and then reported on, on a
quarterly basis. Annually, we revisit a company’s Theory of Change to judge whether or not
improvements are necessary.

3.

Action plan: This shortlists key areas of attention from the due diligence phase with regards to
ESG (do no harm) and impact strategy (drive positive change) to focus the company’s day-to-day
decision making.

For more details on our impact tools, you are welcome to read our Impact Report 2020.
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Portfolio progress
There is nothing more satisfying for us as impact investors than to see our portfolio companies advance
in their degree of impact realisation and the independence with which they make this happen. As it is
important for us to measure such progress, we use our impact rating and the maturity of the Theory of
Change of a company to keep track of how well we’re performing as impact guardians.
While the companies we invest in are often founded on the belief that they will make a change in the food
system, it is not uncommon for them to find it challenging to articulate their impact goals or to integrate
impact into the normal day-to-day running of their business. This is where we come in.
As a shareholder of the company, our ambition is to help the company continue to raise the bar of impact.
The ultimate goal is that all of our portfolio companies reach a triple A impact score on our impact rating
and have a solid, fully integrated Theory of Change, but we recognise the hard work it takes to get there.
As impact guardians, it is up to us to support our portfolio companies on this journey, tracking and
measuring their progress along the way.

Even dreams need structure to come
true. The methodology, support and
enthusiasm of the Pymwymic team
means that we are in the process of
making ours come true by
revolutionising babyfood market.

Jeremy Strohner
CEO Yooji
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To track portfolio progress, we measure the impact rating on an annual basis through an in-depth
assessment for each company. Once we have determined the year’s rating, we hold a feedback
discussion with the company to ensure they agree on the outcome of the rating and can input any further
information that may have been missed in the scoring process.
In terms of the maturity of the Theory of Change we typically consider four stages:
1.

Initial version, which is often drafted in a pressure cooker during the final phase of due diligence;

2.

First Mileage, when the company actively starts working with its Theory of Change in the day-today business;

3.

Refining, when a company has performed an internal or – even better – an external review of its
strategy and implemented improvements; and

4.

Moral Compass, when the Theory of Change is a primary guidance in the day-to-day decision
making of the company, known to all who work there.

Portfolio progress from investment to 2021
Since we invested, all of our portfolio companies have made strong progress in improving their impact
rating, however, several companies need to make more mileage in maturing their Theory of Change and
using it more to their advantage. Fairphone is clear outlier and is an absolute exemplar when it comes to
impact embedding. Thank you, Fairphone for being an inspiration for many others!

AA+

Impact Rating

BBBBB+
BB
BBB+
BCCC+
CCC
CC+
INITIAL VERSION

FIRST MILEAGE

REFINING

MORAL COMPASS

Theory of Change
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Establish a viable market for ethical
consumer electronics
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Fairphone

Rating:

Targets met:

AA+

93%

Fairphone has made the world’s first ethical, modular smartphone created with fair materials, good
working conditions, long-lasting design and easy repair mechanisms. From the earth to your pocket, a
smartphone’s journey is filled with unfair practices; Fairphone plays an active role in influencing its peers
to build a fairer electronics industry through public engagement and its forum / online platforms. Founded
in 2013, the company is now selling its phones through almost 4,000 shops across 16 countries
worldwide. Fairphone joined the Pymwymic portfolio in 2017.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Establish market

88k phones sold

Longevity

5.2 years for Fairphone 3

Circularity

Target

% achieved

125k

70%

4.5

116%

33% electronic end of use products taken back vs.
phones and spare parts sold

44%

75%

Fair material

~31% out of focus materials sustainably sources by
Fairphone

55%

56%

Fair factories

55% of strategic factories with more decent work

50%

110%

Industry influencing

16 industry points with key players following
Fairphone practices

15

107%

What we are proud of:
•

•

Launched Fairphone 4, the first e-waste neutral device
on the market
Fairphone 4 awarded by the German Eco Label (only
phone with this award)

•

Added 9 industry pioneers, mostly new Fair Cobalt
Alliance members, to ensure a fairer future

•

Expanded living wage bonus to Fairphone 4 assembly
factory

•

Improved working conditions at 2 strategic suppliers

•

Won the Coolest Dutch Brand Award
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AA

AA+

AA+

2020

2021

BBB-

2017

2018

2019
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Transform the global food industry
one agribusiness at a time
· impact report 2021
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InspiraFarms

Rating:

Targets met:

BB

100%

InspiraFarms designs, develops, delivers, services and finances best-in-class energy-efficient, including
solar, on-farm cooling facilities across Africa. The cold rooms and packhouses are perfect for food
distributors, agribusinesses, exporters, and out-growers and are critical to reducing post-harvest food
loss. Good cooling enables agribusinesses, from smallholder farmers upwards to sell more produce, to
achieve better economics and lower environmental impact, while creating more sustainable jobs,
predominantly for women. Founded in 2012, InspiraFarms has improved the livelihoods of thousands of
smallholder farmers, enabling them to earn more money for their families and their local communities.
InspiraFarms joined the Pymwymic portfolio in 2018.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Target

% achieved

Reduce post-harvest food loss

11,659 tons of food saved

11,629

100%

Access to higher value markets

10% net increase of income

10%

100%

Direct economic empowerment

740 full time jobs created

720

103%

Indirectly improve lives

3,700 of sustainable livelihoods
improved indirectly per unit

3,600

103%

Reduce post-harvest carbon
footprint

29,919 metric tons of CO 2 mitigated
per operational unit

31,080

96%

What we are proud of:
•

Worked on updating its Theory of Change; allowing for
great results over the year

•

Began its efforts to recertify as a B-corp

•

Issued its first impact report since establishment

•

30k metric tons of CO 2 mitigated per unit in 2021

BB+

BBB-

2018

2019

BB+

BB

2020

2021

B+

2018
At Inv
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Create integrated sustainable decision
support solutions for environment
and food safety
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Trapview

Rating:

Targets met:

BBB-

176%

Trapview develops and sells an artificial intelligence system to detect insects and their growth phase in
the fields. Currently, a staggering 95% of constantly sprayed insecticides and herbicides reach a
destination other than the actual insects and weeds they are targeting. With the information provided by
the Trapview solution, farmers know the best time to spray, significantly reducing the amount of pesticide
that is currently reaching our soils, food and farmers by over 50%. Trapview was founded in 2007 and
joined the Pymwymic portfolio in 2019.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Improving farmer’s socio-economic
status

Reduced operational costs by
€76,522

Supporting the production of
healthier food

7,920 of tons of food grown
under Trapview solution

Reduction of CO 2 emissions

23.9 tons of CO 2 saved

Target

% achieved

€29,877

256%

3,978

199%

31.8

75%

What we are proud of:
•

New CO 2 reduction calculations show even higher
impact (9,337 tons vs 23.9)

•

Adopted more robust reporting on impact and
financials through monthly business reviews

•

Expanded to Brasil, #1 global agricultural market,
where Trapview were able to reduce spraying on
tomatoes by up to 50%

•

Made steps to remove single use plastics from traps

•

Developing Trapview Micro solution aiming to monitor
and predict fungus-based plant diseases

BB

BBB-

2020

2021

CCC

2019
At Inv
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Develop and commercialise
innovative green products &
formulations in crop protection
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Ceradis

Rating:

Targets met:

B+

83%

Ceradis develops innovative, patented, environmental-friendly solutions for crop protection and plant
nutrition, in order to create safer and healthier food. Many pesticides are not easily degradable, they
persist in soil, leach to groundwater and surface water and contaminate the wider environment.
Depending on their chemical properties they can enter the organism, bioaccumulate in food chains and
consequently influence human health. Ceradis enables farmers to produce food in a way that is safer for
humans and the environment by offering products which reduce or replace chemical pesticides. Founded
in 2005 as a spin-off from Wageningen University, Ceradis joined the Pymwymic portfolio in 2019.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Target

Decrease the use of
558,736 kg of non-naturally occurring active
non-naturally occurring ingredients avoided
active ingredients with
286,730 kg of naturally occurring active ingredients
Ceradis’ products
avoided

% achieved

763,000

73%

310,000

92%

What we are proud of:
•

Research project performed to deliver new generation of
organic fungicides

•

Launched a new biological seed treatment in the US

•

Applied for registration of biological fungicide in Brazil
and Europe

•

•

Post-harvest biological fungicide listed for organic use in
the US
Formed new partnerships to expand global reach for
instance with Adama
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B-

B+

CC+

2019
At Inv

2019

2020

2021
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Making sustainable agriculture a
worldwide reality
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Naïo

Rating:

Targets met:

BBB-

81%

Naïo sells agricultural field robots which are built to respect both nature and humans. The intensification
of the agricultural market has resulted in high use rate of chemicals and increasingly heavier machinery
creating soil compaction. Naïo’s autonomous robots provide a solution to reduce farmers’ strenuous
working conditions in the field and limit the use of chemical weed-killers by offering a mechanical weeding
solution. With its light structure, Naïo’s robots also have a less damaging impact on our soils; they literally
leave a lighter footprint. Founded in 2011, Naïo’s solution is increasingly being recognised as an essential
piece of the sustainable agriculture puzzle. Naïo joined the Pymwymic portfolio in 2019.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Target

Creating better tools
10 tasks performed
for sustainable farming
99 crop types treated

9

111%

59

168%

0.70

57%

32 ecological design score

50

65%

1,784 ha travelled / farmed

5,500

32%

3

77%

1.30

90%

1.30

101%

0.4 reliability score

Implementing more
sustainable solutions
for food production

% achieved

3.9 hazardous situations reported

Promoting sustainable 1.17 brand awareness score
practices in the market
1.31 relative influence impact score

What we are proud of:
•

First Agbot manufacturer to publish a Carbon Emission
Report

•

First company to publish an in-depth life cycle
assessment ('LCA') on Agbot (worldwide)

•

Completed redesign of its Theory of Change based on
Sustainalyze audit and LCA

•

Applied for B-corp certification

•

Varta collaboration launched to speed up battery charge

•

Positive market feedback on new robot products;
building out the robot family
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BBB-

2020

2021

B-

2019
At Inv
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Reduce the use of chemicals for weed
control solutions
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RootWave

Rating:

Targets met:

BB

113%

% of
RootWave is a pioneer in developing technologies that use electricity to prevent weeds, instead
spraying chemical herbicides. Weeds are responsible for at least 10% of all crop yield losses and can
also strongly compromise public and traffic areas. The current global solution for weeds and invasive
plant control is the use of herbicides, causing negative side effects such as chemical residues, plant
damages, health risks and soil degradation. The use of electricity is an alternative way to prevent weeds,
breaking it down through high energy electrons boiling it inside out from the root upwards. RootWave
was founded in 2012 and joined the Pymwymic portfolio in 2020.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Decrease the use of
chemical herbicides

1,791 kg of herbicides saved through
RootWavePro

Optimise methods for
sustainable weed control
Decrease the
manufacturing cost of
generation capacity

Target

% achieved

1,847

97%

1,203 MJ of energy reduced per Ha

761

158%

£500 to manufacture 1 kW of capacity

500

100%

What we are proud of:
•

Prevented the use of over 450,000 liters of harmful inputs

•

Successful trials for treatment of weeds for in sugar beet
and maize

•

External soil analysis confirmed no harmful impact on soil
health and biodiversity

•

Over 100 units across Europe treating invasive species
like Japanese Knotweed

•

Started reporting on
newsletter ‘the Volt’

impact

performance
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B+

BB

CCC

their
2020
At Inv

2020

2021
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Empower farmers to increase the
productivity while reducing the
impact of farming on the planet
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Connecterra

Rating:

Targets met:

B+

74%

Connecterra has developed an intelligent platform for dairy farmers which supports farmers make datadriven decisions on cow reproduction and health matters. Today’s farmers are expected to produce more
with 30% less greenhouse gas (methane) emissions while labour costs for farmers are continuously
increasing. Actionable insights from Connecterra’s system support early detection of health issues,
reduce labour needs, improve animal welfare and reduce antibiotics usage. Connecterra was founded in
2014 and showing strong traction with its subscription base doubling and existing customers using the
platform multiple times a day. Connecterra joined the Pymwymic portfolio in 2020.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Supports practices reducing
impact of agriculture on the
planet

0 GHG impacting AI models launched

Increase in farm efficiency producing more with less
resources and animal welfare

17,659 sensors deployed

Empower farmers with
democratized knowledge

Empower small holder farmers
in developing countries

Target

% achieved

1

0%

13

38%

20,000

88%

15%

21%

164 stakeholders connected on the
enterprise platform

5

NA *

1 ‘myth buster’ shared publicly

5

20%

4 developing countries where sensors are
available

3

133%

100

186%

5 AI backed features/insights

3.2% yield increase per farm

186 farms with less than 60 cows using
Connecterra technology

What we are proud of:
•

Achieved EU certification and accreditation of a GHG
reducing AI model

•

Independent validation of 42 tons CO 2 equivalent avoided
for 200kg milk produced with Connecterra

•

Connecterra’s solution being recognised as an enabler to
the NetZero transition and regenerative agriculture

•

20+ systems integrated into the platform and 2bn data
points processed per day

•

Farmers confirmed positive return on investment and
improved cow quality of life

B

B+

CCC

2020
At Inv

2020

2021

* KPI has been excluded from the calculation of the Social Impact
Goal as it is considered as a too extreme outlier
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Shaping the best future for babies with a
reinvented, inspired home-made babyfood
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Yooji

Rating:

Targets met:

BBB-

113%

Yooji is a baby food company which manufactures and sells easy to prepare organic products from locally
sourced ingredients with zero additives. Not only does Yooji appeal to those who want healthy, tasty and
convenient baby food, they also aim for higher standards of sustainability throughout their production and
transportation process. The company aims to minimise their footprint with waste reduction plans,
sustainable packaging and responsible employment.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Ensure healthy
habits

1,500,000 healthy meals served

Sustainable
production

Awareness
creation

Target

% achieved

1,600,000

94%

A-score on nutri/health for average product

A

100%

20% range coverage vs first thousand days

20%

100%

6.9% plastic & materials use decreased

6.9%

100%

9.5% of food waste in factory

9.5%

100%

68% local, seasonal and more sustainable
sourcing

61%

111%

53% of turnover with veggie ingredients

38%

139%

12,000

158%

19,000 members of parent community on social
media

What we are proud of:
•

Full team involved in development of Theory of Change

•

Management team’s discretionary salary now tied to
impact metrics

•

B-corp certification process started

•

Plant-based offering central topic to R&D projects

•

New product launched inspired by Montessori pedagogy
principles

BBBB+
CCC+

2020
At Inv
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2021
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Augment the capacity of agricultural
land and help feed the growing
population sustainably
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Augmenta

Rating:

Targets met:

BB+

96%

Augmenta has developed an innovative, camera-based Artificial Intelligence system – the Field Analyser
to help farmers to better understand the health and quality of their crops and automate tasks such as
fertiliser application. Farmers currently use a “blanket approach” towards spraying, i.e. spray an entire
field, but are currently unable to dose fertilisers and pesticides according to the precise condition of a
single crop. The Field Analyser scans and analyses the field as a tractor moves around, operates in realtime and "learns" the more it's used by the farmer. Augmenta was founded in 2017 and is helping to
protect soils, improve the quality of produce and save costs for the farmer. Augmenta joined the
Pymwymic portfolio in 2021.
Impact Objective

Actual impact metrics achieved

Target

Provision of products and
services able to facilitate
multiple sustainable farming
practices

31,138 Green Index score

42,208

67%

4 services available

4

100%

Sustainable productivity in
different crops through the
implementation of our
products and services

8 crops supported

8

100%

61,344 ha treated

70,000

88%

30%

90%

6

130%

27% Net Promoter Score for clients
Increased awareness of
benefits derived from
Augmented Agriculture

7.8 actions towards increased awareness

% achieved

What we are proud of:
•

Developed Green Index as an indicator of the positive
environmental impact resulting from use of the Field
Analyser

•

Developed company-wide impact reporting guidelines
and owners for its impact strategy

•

Updated impact metrics and reset targets for 2022/23

•

Proved that use of the Field Analuser can lead to 15%
yield increase, 20% reduction of chemical inputs and
15% increase in crop quality

BB+

CCC

2021
At Inv
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Drive sustainable agriculture
and restore global soil health
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Biome Makers

Rating:

Targets met:

BB-

NA*

Biome Makers measures the biological quality of the soil and delivers agronomic insights to optimise farm
operations and encourage carbon sequestration with its soil tech platform, BeCrop®. In the last 40 years
roughly 1/3 of the world’s arable soil has been lost due to conventional agriculture and practices such as
over grazing, ploughing and heavy use of toxic chemicals. Biome Makers brings soil biology into the
agricultural decision-making process to benefit farmers and reverse the degradation of our soils. Founded
in 2015, Biome Makers has analysed over 35k soil samples, built the largest global database 10m
microbial references, and is servicing more than 2,000 clients across 40 countries. Biome Makers joined
the Pymwymic portfolio in 2021.
Impact Objective

Indicators*

A nature positive
food production
system

Improvements in biodiversity
Reduction in agrochemical fertiliser
Reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions

Fair socio economic
conditions for
farmers

Adoption of sustainable farming
practices
Increase in profitability

Empower the
ecosystem

Build the largest taxonomy database
Surface in R&D soil health projects
Certify advisors on sustainability

What we are proud of:
•

First impact report launched presenting its Theory of
Change

•

Supported over 8,000 farmers to improve their soil
health

•

Trained over 300 BeCrop advisors to farmers

•

Increased carbon sequestration in agriculture by 15%

•

Reduced 20% agrochemical fertilizer application

•

Supported over 63,000 hectares of R&D projects to
increase carbon sequestration by 15%

BBCCC+

2021
At Inv

2021

* Biome Makers developed its Theory of Change in 2021 and will be
reporting on the progress for the first time in 2022.
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The Pymwymic team

Rogier Pieterse

Monique Meulemans

Maarten van Dam

Pieter Vis

Over his career, Rogier
has worn many hats: a
banker, entrepreneur
and even a
professional cocktail
shaker. Since 2016 he
has led the Pymwymic
team, driven by the
catalytic role of impact
investing and the
community of people
looking to do good.

With over ten years of
experience in strategy
consulting and
corporate finance,
Monique is most happy
creating things from
scratch. She currently
lives in the forest and
loves to combine deep
thinking and analysis
with observing the
trees.

With 20 years of
entrepreneur-investor
experience, Maarten is
driven to make things
happen. When he’s not
at his regenerative
farm Schevichoven,
Maarten is busy
working on
Pymwymic’s investor
relations and business
development strategy.

Although Pieter’s civil
engineering degree
doesn’t get much use
at Pymwymic, his
experience in finance
and business building
certainly does. Pieter
understands what it
takes to set up a
company and driven to
support entrepreneurs.

Sophie Pickering

Froukje Remmers

Lynn van Tilburg

You?

Sophie joined with a
background in finance,
looking to put her skills
to the test directing
capital towards
entrepreneurs with
positive impact. Having
moved to NL in 2021
and as the only Brit
amongst a team of
Dutchies, she’s
becoming more and
more direct by the day.

Over the last 15 years,
Froukje has worked in
close collaboration
with business leaders
on stakeholder
management. As our
resident yogi, Froukje
is passionate about
health & well-being and
always takes a “glass
is always half full”
approach to life.

Having spent time
working for her family’s
investment company,
Lynn joined the
Pymwymic team
following her MsC. As
the newest member of
the team, Lynn is
always on the hunt for
new and exciting food
system disruptors for
the Pymwymic
pipeline.

If you think you can
take the Pymwymic
team to the next level,
don’t hesitate to get in
touch.
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Right to Copy
We strongly encourage you to reproduce, copy and improve all tools, methods and ideas expressed in
this report. We’d find it a waste if everybody re-invents the wheel themselves rather than building on each
other’s momentum!
P.S. Please do respect the Copyright of those to whom we’ve referenced ourselves, we are grateful for their work.
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